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For a limited time only, you can download this introductory starter pack to the Clara Andrews

series.Book One - Meet Clara AndrewsMeet Clara Andrews... your new best friend! With a love of

cocktails and wine, a fantastic job in the fashion industry and the worldâ€™s greatest best friends,

Clara Andrews thought she had it all. When a chance meeting introduces her to Oliver, a

devastatingly handsome American designer, Clara finds her heart stolen by lavish restaurants and

luxury hotels.Trying to keep the focus on her work, Clara reminds herself that inter-office

relationships are against the rules, so when a sudden recollection of a workâ€™s night out leads her

to a gorgeous barman, she decides to see where it goes. Clara soon finds out that dating two men

isn't as easy as it seems... Will she be able to play the field without getting played herself? Join

Clara, as she finds herself landing in and out of trouble, re-affirming friendships, discovering truths

and uncovering secrets. Book Two - Clara Meets the ParentsAlmost a year has passed since Clara

found love in the arms of delectable American Oliver Morgan and things are starting to heat up. The

nights of tequila shots and mini dresses are now a distant memory, but a content Clara couldn't be

happier about it. Itâ€™s not just Clara things have changed for. Marc is settling in to his new role as

Baby Daddy and Lianna is lost in the arms of the hunky Dan once again. When Oliver declares it

time to meet the Texan in-laws, Clara is ecstatic and even more so when she discovers that the

introduction will take place on the sandy beaches of Mexico! Will Clara be able to win over

Oliverâ€™s audacious mother? What secrets will unfold when she finds an ally in the beautiful and

captivating Erica? Clara is going to need a little more than sun, sand and margaritas to get through

this one...Praise for the Clara Andrews series -"I love Lacey's style of writing!" "Lacey London has

achieved what other authors struggle to do by keeping the reader hooked!" "There is a true art to

writing a series of books that just keep getting better and Lacey definitely has it." "Reading this book

is like having your best friend right there next to you..." The other books in the Clara series are

available to download now from .
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Loved these two books, the writing is fast paced and Lacey's style is very easy and relaxed. The

characters are recognisable, we all have friends like this, normal everyday people with normal

everyday hang ups. In 'Meet Clara Andrews' we - obviously - meet Clara a young, single girl, who

has a dream job and fantastic friends. Suddenly, everything is turned upside down when she meets

the devastatingly handsome Oliver, a fellow designer with whom she will be working. At the same

time, she has also left her telephone number with another man, George. Going from zero men in her

life to two, Clara's budding romances become quite complicated and although she realises very

quickly who she loves, it is not all plain sailing, but any angst is tempered by the humour and the

solid friendships between three of the main characters.'Clara Meets the Parents,' was a great

sequel and I loved it just as much as the first book. It is a year after *plot spoiler* Clara and Oliver

fell in love and now they are travelling to Mexico. Although a holiday, Clara will also be meeting

Oliver's parents. It is definitely not the most comfortable and relaxing of holidays, for Oliver's mother

seems determined to trip Clara up at every opportunity. Throw into the mix - holiday friendships,

someone from Oliver's past, sun, sand and tequila and you have a funny, occasionally heart

wrenching and fast paced story. Lacey's characters are wonderful, I swear I know half of them, so

familiar are they to me. For me, the best kind of story is one you become lost in, and the Clara

stories have that effect. I downloaded the next three, simply because I can't wait to see what

happens next!

If you're looking for something funny and light with a bit of romance, this is it. Clara is not only a bit



down to earth but you can tell she is like almost every average single girl looking to have fun. She

has had quite a few embarrassing moments that has lead to a few disasters but it worked out in the

end. I enjoyed the whirlwind romance, the wonderful trips, fantastic shopping and of course the cute

guys. It was a great relaxing read.

Cute, not complex but it's what you expect from this type of book. Quick, easy read but seen these

types of series where a not so outstanding character has adventures in the mundane. (So & so

goes on Vacation, So & So Gets a Job, So & So Does Christmas, etc) There are a lot of these type

series out there and this is much the same and nothing that makes it stand apart from similar series

written by others.

I love the Clara books and cannot wait to read book 3! I would recommend these books to anyone! I

think everyone could use a little Clara in their life :)

Love this new book series!!! Cute, funny and unpredictable at times these books introduce us to

Clara, who loves wine, shopping and takeout!!! Also, the gorgeous and charming Oliver. A great

book for anyone who likes the Shopaholic series by Sophia Kinsella.

I have been searching for a new, fun series to jump into.......finally I have found it! It's fun, light, and

relatable. I can't wait to get the rest of the series!

Although I love this genre, the writer did not make me interested in the main character. Hangover

after hangover, drinking and men, she came across as very shallow. Also, at about 25 per cent of

the way in, no real story was developing. Gave up on this one.

It was such a pleasure to read 'Meet Clara Andrews'. This excellent novella gave me everything I

look for in light reading. Pure escapism, delivered in a delightful upbeat tone, leaving me refreshed

and wanting more. Lacey London's 'Clara' series is not only well written but also extremely well

polished and produced.The other book in this digital box set is 'Clara Meets the Parents'. What an

absolute delight! I chuckled my way from chapter to chapter as Lacey introduced me to some

particularly memorable characters whilst also weaving in some suspense that had me hooked right

in. Twists and turns abound. This is clearly an author who loves her writing. She can be sure her

readers do, too. Wonderful fun. Chick Lit at its best!
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